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In Search of..."
SIBYL ARCHER"!
Episode #6.22"!!

by"
James Dowland"!!!
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ACT ONE"!!
INTRO GRAPHICS"!
Still photos of SIBYL ARCHER. Zoom on photos. "

CUT TO:"
EXT. SIMULTANEOUS PLANES, INC. — DAY"
Establish."

CUT TO:"
INT. SIMULTANEOUS PLANES, INC. "!
Archer is sitting at her desk in a meditative state. She suddenly 
disappears! We now see only the desk, vacant of her presence. "

CUT TO:"
1939/40 NEW YORK WORLD’S FAIR — DAY "!
Sibyl is walking the Avenue of Pioneers toward the Trylon and 
Perisphere, seen in the distance."

FADE TO:"
Stock footage of outer space."!

VOICE"
Sibyl Archer: born August 12, 1984. Today: 
location unknown.  Perhaps in another time, past 
or future.  Perhaps in another world."!
Sibyl Archer, was a scholar of ancient wisdom 
literature, who at the age of 35, established a 
research and publishing institute along with 
theoretical physicist, Julian Bell, called 
Simultaneous Planes, Inc. or SPIN-3.  Archer 
defined SPIN-3 as “neither revelation nor 
speculation.  It is an attempt at the 
reintroduction of a hidden science, which is time 
travel.”  Some called her genius, others called 
her mad.  At last, she faced her destiny alone in 
the wilderness.  Her personal quest, the answer 
to one of man’s oldest mysteries. "!

TITLE GRAPHICS" !
>>>>>SIBYL ARCHER<<<<<!!

FADE IN:"!
LAKE ONTARIO, TORONTO — SUNNY AFTERNOON "!
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Reenactment of SIBYL ARCHER’s disappearance: Sibyl is by the shore. In 
hand is a bottle of bright blue soda; the label is illegible. She is 
wearing a black coat with a lapel pin of the SPIN-3 logo. In the 
distance we see a pier with boats. Sibyl is looking out past the 
horizon contemplatively. She turns to face the camera, says something 
inaudible, and turns to walk away. Close up, lens flare as camera 
moves upward out across the water, toward the sun."!

VOICE (CONT’D)!
In September of 2025, after Sibyl Archer 
completed her final book entitled, The Next Day, 
she set sail into the remote waters of Lake 
Ontario, carrying with her only a bottle of soda.  
Was she merely here on an afternoon jaunt or had 
she in someway known she might vanish? !! !

ACT TWO"!
FADE IN:"!
EXT. HIGH SCHOOL — AFTERNOON "!
Students are milling around outside after class. A young Sibyl is off 
to the side, reading, away from the others, alone. "

CUT TO:"
Photos of Philip K. Dick and stacks of his novels."

CUT TO:"
An older Sibyl knocking on Philip K. Dick’s door and introducing 
herself. Phil and Sibyl in deep conversation."!

VOICE"
Even in her youth, Archer seemed to be going down 
an unusual path.  A strange teenager who others 
called a loner, Archer spent all her time reading 
science fiction novels, which in her mind, took 
the place of the sibling that she lost when she 
was two.  Archer was particularly fascinated with 
the novels of Philip K. Dick.  In her diary, she 
wrote about dreams where she met Dick in his 
California home to tell him precisely that, “some 
of his fictional works are in a literal sense 
true.”"!
Theologist Paul Moore of New York knew the driven 
scholar for over 10 years."!!
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PAUL MOORE, an older man, balding, around 50 with an oval face and 
silver-rimmed glasses, seated in his university office, casually 
dressed. Bookshelves are behind him, completely filled with 
theological and mystic texts." !

PAUL MOORE"
I think the first thing I’d say about Sibyl 
Archer as a person you meet for the first time, 
is an enormous energy, intellectual energy, 
physical energy.  Her mind was always going a 
mile a minute (fingers snapping) and usually 
going faster than her words. She was always 
trying to catch you up with her thinking."!

The narrator is standing by a large globe in a private library and 
speaks towards the camera."

CUT TO:"
Parthenon, Crete, Pyramids of Giza, Taoist temple.  "

FADE TO:"
Alchemical etchings, the Tarot, and magic rituals."!

VOICE"
The next period of Archer’s young adult life is 
wildly unknown, as she did not keep any diaries, 
or in contact with friends or family.  After 
extracting details written in letters later in 
her life, it is the hypothesis of this show that 
Archer traveled to Greece, Egypt, and the Far 
East to examine secret ancient mystery cults."!

TRINTY BELLWOODS PARK, TORONTO — DAY "!
Reenactment of SIBYL ARCHER and JULIAN BELL’S first meeting: Julian, 
in thought, is seated on a bench, writing in a journal. Sibyl 
approaches Julian, asking about what he is writing. Sibyl and Julian 
in conversation. Close-up, Sibyl, visibly distressed (gesturing in the 
air: making waves/peaks with one hand, then making explosive gestures 
by opening and closing her fingers, multiple time in various locations 
around her)."

CUT TO:"
Apocalyptic images."

FADE TO:"
Galactic explosion." !

VOICE (CONT’D)"
On her birthday in 2018, Archer met Julian Bell 
for the first time in Trinity Bellwoods Park in 
her home town of Toronto.  He described their 
meeting as fortuitous, though odd.  Bell felt 
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that Archer seemed frightened.  She told him that 
what scared her most was that she could often 
recall the future.  She also told him about their 
future collaboration on SPIN-3, and that how some 
day it would serve to liberate the human mind.  "!

PAUL MOORE"
Some say Sibyl was a genius and some say she was 
mad. (thinking) I, I think genius is very close 
to madness, and in Sibyl’s case I think most the 
time genius was what was being expressed.  But 
the madness did come through, the madness came 
through in lack of control, (thinking) in going 
far beyond the limits of normal human endurance, 
in the use of herself and in her expectations of 
others."!

EXT. SPIN-3 — DAY"
CUT TO:"

The End of Time. Slow zoom on novel."
CUT TO:"

INT. SPIN-3 OFFICE SPACE (Mid-century furniture, bright blue walls, 
books and magazines strewn about) "!
Sibyl is seated at her desk, writing, while Julian sits in a lounge 
chair close by. Sibyl smiles to Julian (lovingly). Julian jots down a 
number."!

VOICE"
A year later, in 2019, Archer and Bell’s dream 
becomes a reality.  Simultaneous Planes, Inc. or 
SPIN-3 is founded, and becomes a prominent 
institute, centering on the publishing of texts 
and studies on metaphysics.  There, Archer and 
Bell wrote their most famous text, The End of 
Time.  In it they describe their ideas of the 
“LIVING TIME,” ideas of hyper-time, orthogonal 
time, and that time is ultimately an illusion.  
The book also relates that there are manifolds of 
partially-actualized realities lying tangent to 
this one, and it is possible that man can jump 
from one to the next at will.  Critics labeled it 
a “utopian fantasy.”  Today, many see it as a 
genesis of a new truth.  "!

FADE IN:"!
LAKE ONTARIO, SHORE — DREARY GRAY DAY "!
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SIBYL ARCHER is standing by the water’s edge."
CUT TO:"

SIBYL’S POV"!
Philip K. Dick giving a speech at the 1977 Metz Science Fiction 
Convention, Metz, France." !
1965 New York World’s Fair, the Unisphere from the Promenade of the 
Court of Nations." !
1814, Vienna, concert of Beethoven’s Symphony No. 8, second mvmt." !
Apocalyptic, desolate landscape. No humans." !
Digging in sand, Lake Ontario beachfront."!
February 1974, Philip K. Dick is standing in his doorway holding a 
prescription bottle. A pink beam of light hits his third eye. He is 
stunned."

CUT TO:"
Close up of Sibyl, no location seen."!

VOICE (CONT’D)"
In the years to come Sibyl Archer would defy the 
boundary of time itself, searching through lost 
traces in man’s past, pursuing the discovery of a 
new future." !

PAUL MOORE"
I suppose the historical role you would label 
someone like her is a prophet.  What Sibyl was 
saying, she said with such clarity and strength, 
but sometimes frenzied.  I think people couldn’t 
accept her because of the consequences, the 
dangerousness of her ideas."! !

ACT THREE"!
Reenactment of SIBYL ARCHER’S disappearance, same as ACT ONE. "

CUT TO:"
CHOPPY WAVES AND A STORMY SKY. Sibyl is on a small wooden boat 
surrounded by water."

CUT TO:"
An empty boat."

CUT TO:"
Helicopters and boats searching for a lost Sibyl. "

CUT TO:"
Calm waves."
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VOICE"
An early morning in September of 2025, Archer 
drives a small boat into the desolation of Lake 
Ontario.  Set out to seek her destiny with only a 
bottle of soda, Archer is unprepared for the 
turbulent waters ahead.  Within several hours, 
she will disappear.  Search parties canvased the 
area for days, but ultimately, she and the boat 
were never found."!

INT. SPIN-3 "!
Resting on JULIAN BELL’s lounge chair is a large brown envelope 
inscribed neatly with his name, written in cursive. Julian recognizes 
the handwriting as Sibyl’s and opens (tentative, curious) the 
envelope. He pulls out a letter, folded in thirds, and a reflective 
gold book. "

CUT TO:"
Zoom on novel. Julian flips through the novel. Zoom on date, 2074. 
Zoom on THE EMPIRE NEVER ENDED." !

VOICE (CONT’D)"
Her associate, Julian Bell, discovered later that 
Archer had left an large envelope for him.  The 
contents of the envelope: Valis, a novel by 
Philip K. Dick.  Curiously, Bell noticed the 
novel was an edition he had never seen.  Checking 
the publication date, it read: 2074—forty-nine 
years from then.  In the back of the novel, 
Archer starred one passage for Bell; it read, 
“THE EMPIRE NEVER ENDED.”"!

INT. SPIN-3 — DAWN "!
Sibyl’s desk is vacant, her books and papers neatly arranged as she 
left them. A photograph of Philip K. Dick looks back at us serenely."

CUT TO:"
Close-up, a blurry image of Philip K. Dick speaking (seriously) at the 
Metz Science Fiction Convention, 1977."

CUT TO:"
A blurry image of Sibyl walking the Perisphere, 1965 New York World’s 
Fair, slowly coming into focus, but abruptly CUT TO BLACK. In the 
background, we hear the faint sound of the metronome-like woodwind 
blows in Beethoven’s Symphony No. 8, Allegretto scherzando. The pulse 
slowly dies." !!!!
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VOICE (CONT’D)"
Did Archer know in some way she might never 
return?  What did the novel really mean?  Was it 
proof to the world of her ability to time travel?  
Of man’s?  Where, or when did Sibyl Archer go?"!

FADE OUT:"!
THE END"!!


